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Shepherd is the person who looks after goats and sheep. Since beginning of human kind,
shepherding is one of the most revered professions chosen by prophets and their companions.
Shepherd’s character is mix of entrepreneurship, risks, initiatives, leadership, discipline, mentoring,
taking un-popular decisions and having an eagle eye on ROI (Return on Investment), ROE (Return on
Efforts) and ROTI (Return on Time Invested).
The Art of Shepherding is a well researched sales leadership development program which aims at
building capacity of present and potential sales leaders who get things done from their teams while
taking the complete ownership of results.

A shepherd always takes his chances with wolves and with drought,
and that’s what makes a shepherd’s life exciting.

Paulo Coelho

The Art of Shepherding
Bleeding Edge Sales Leadership Development Program

Contents
1. Recruitment & Culling
Shepherd inducts the best breeds. He grooms them to bring best results. If some cattle don’t
groom and are resistant to growth, he culls them from the herd for the greater good
of his enterprise. That is the job of Sales Manager.
2. Motivating
The herd/staff has got to be motivated to achieve common
goals. Sometimes, this motivation is inside out and sometimes
outside in. Sales Manager’s job is to ensure that team is turbocharged and ignited to exceed organizational objectives.
Sometimes shepherd/manager uses carrot and sometimes stick
to induce desirable behaviors. Shepherd Sales Manager
conducts regular motiveetings to ignite passion to go beyond
call of duty.
3. Ownership
When it is burning, shepherd takes his cattle under trees; when
they are thirsty, he takes them to waters; when they are hungry,
he leads them to green pastures; when they are sick, he takes
care of their health. He protects them from wolves. Manager has
to own his teams. He takes care of their growth, career
progression and professional well-being. He is buffer between
them and job pressures. When they make mistakes, he owns
their mistakes; when they give good results, he gives them credit;
he markets them in front of seniors.
4. Adaptability
Shepherd foresees seasonal changes and ensures that his cattle are not caught by surprises.
He not only prepares himself for combating vagaries of weather but also equips his cattle to
welcome changes in the surroundings. So does the Sales Manager! He is not change-averse
rather he has got to be an agent of change.
5. Bottom-line
Shepherd is responsible for return on time invested, return on
initiatives, return on investments and return on risks taken. He is
entrepreneur. And so is the Manager. He is responsible for the
results and profitability of his team and territory.

Extra Rewards for Super Stars
“All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others.”
--George Orwell, Animal Farm

6. Coaching & Mentoring
One of the chief jobs of a shepherd is to build inherent worth of his goats. Today’s Manager’s
job is to coach, guide and mentor his staff so that they take more initiatives with confidence.
Preparing the staff for their next role is the primary responsibility of a Sales Manager.
7. Trust
The relationship of shepherd and his cattle is based on trust and shepherd is primarily
responsible to create it. He creates examples of trust and his cattle follow him blindly. Goats
know that he is not leading them to den of wolves. The relationship between Manager and
his team is completely based on trust. It is primary responsibility of the manager to create
trust-based environment in his territory.

A good leader is someone whom people will follow through thick and thin, in good times
and bad, because they have confidence in the leader as a person, the leader’s ability and
his or her knowledge of the job and because they know they matter to the leader.
John Adair, The Leadership of Muhammad (PBUH)
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Bottom-line under sharp focus
Delegation
Adaptability of change
Team spirit
Team development
Performance management
Conflict resolution
Taming cliff-hangers

Who Should Attend?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Taming cliff-hangers

Handling bullies

Conflict resolution

Director Sales & Marketing
National Sales Managers
Regional/Area Sales Managers
Sales Team Leaders
University Professors teaching MBA classes
Sales Trainers

Recruiting best breed

If your actions inspire others
to dream more, learn more,
do more and become more,
you are a leader. –
John Quincy Adams

“There is no prophet that has not worked as a shepherd”. Muhammad (S.A.W) used to say. “Did you do so?” asked one
present. “Yes”, he replied. “I herded sheep as boy”.
From The Leadership of Muhammad (PBUH) by John Adair

Learning Methodology

spellbinding.interactive.fun.engaging

Allocation of time
Presentation

Discussions/Brainstormings

Activities/Simulation

10%

30%

Movies/stories

30%
30%

Course Fee:

Rs. 15000 per person. This includes course material, certificate of participation, networking lunch/ tea breaks
and original PowerPoint presentation of master shepherd. Offer: 3+1

How to Book Your Seat?

Please call Ms. Hina Roudani at 0321-3750 706 or drop an email at
hina@ashrafchaudhry.com.
To talk with Ashraf Chaudhry, please dial 0092 321 9274723.

Want to run this course inhouse with customization?
Pls call us!

Master Sales Shepherd

Ashraf Chaudhry started his life as an errand boy from a small village and got early education
from roofless and ghost schools of rural Pakistan. He did his MBA from IBA Karachi and has
worked for around 15 years for companies like Chevron, Tapal Tea, Marriott/Pearl
Continental Chains and WorldCall Group. He is an accomplished business executive and now
most sought-after sales trainer in Pakistan. He is author of international best-seller The Craft
of Selling “YOURSELF”. To know more about Ashraf, please google him.
P.S: In childhood, Ashraf himself tended goats and sheep.
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